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Obs! Linguistics is a science but not a means for 
revitalizing languages
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Documentary linguistics

 A linguistic sub-discipline
- Own subject: language documentation
- Own methods, theories, scientific journal, etc.

 What is a language documentation?
- A long lasting, available, multi-faceted archive of 

spoken language
- It ideally includes annotated audio and/or video 

recordings from the widest range of speech genres as 
well as a sketch grammar and a dictionary explaining 
the used annotation conventions
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Documentary linguistics

 “Traditional” annotated text editions are not 
language documentation!

 “Traditional” descriptive grammatology is not 
language documentation!

 Theoretical descriptions of linguistic structure 
(empirically based or not) are not language 
documentation!

The presented analyses (however plausible they 
might be) cannot be repeated and proven on basis 
of original data.
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Archives for endangered languages

 “Traditional” text editions, “traditional” descriptive 
grammars and theoretical (empirically based!) 
descriptions can still be useful for endangered 
language maintenance and revitalization.

 Linguists working with endangered languages 
have the ethical responsibility for preserving and 
making available their original data.

 Archiving original data and annotations seems to 
be the most appropriate way for achieving this 
goal.
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Archives for endangered languages

What makes an archive?
 Original field notes, DVDs, DV-tapes stored in a 

safe?
 Recordings and annotations stored in file 

directories on hard drives or university servers?
 Web-based media presentations, on-line text 

editions and dictionaries?
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Archives for endangered languages

What makes an archive?
 Original field notes, DVDs, DV-tapes stored in a 

safe?
 Recordings and annotations stored in file 

directories on hard drives or university servers?
 Web-based media presentations, on-line text 

editions and dictionaries?

Ideally (cf., e.g., DoBeS, HRELP): Open formats 
(.xml not .doc, etc.); Free access (at least) to all 
metadata; Chronic backup and format conversion
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Archives... (Iźva kyy – intro)
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Archives... (Iźva kyy – metadata example)
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Archives... (Kola Saami – ELAN example)
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Corpus- and computer linguistics for 
endangered languages

E.g. Giellatekno (University Tromsø)
- Corpora of written languages: North and other 

Saami languages, Komi, Greenlandic, other 

- Corpus linguistic tools (parsers, automators, etc.)

- Practical tools (dictionaries, spell checkers,  
translation tools, [T9, speech recognition], etc.)
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 The documentary linguist...
- needs programming skills anyway... :-)

 The C+C linguist...
- needs larger corpora (language documen-tation) 

and better morphological and syn-tactic analyses 
(theoretical linguistics)

 The community...
- needs dictionaries and other tools (language 

maintenance)

- likes fancy gadgets and also wants the language 
visible (language revitalization)
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 DoBeS Archive
- www.mpi.nl/dobes/

 Giellatekno
- giellatekno.uit.no/

 Kola Saami Documentation Project
- www2.hu-berlin.de/ksdp/

 Rießler, Michael (Universität Freiburg)
- www.skandinavistik.uni-freiburg.de/institut/mitarbeiter/riessler/

http://www.skandinavistik.uni-freiburg.de/institut/mitarbeiter/riessler/
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